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Chapter 3161 

Heaven Wasteland Domain.The Qiankun Academy led by Yang Ruoxu and Mo Qing, the Warring States 

led by Lin Lei and Lin Luo, as well as many other large and small sects, compared to the hundreds of 

millions of troops led by the Light World, the disparity was too great.The hundreds of millions of troops 

covered the sky, and many cultivators waved their weapons, their eyes flashing with excitement. Their 

battle cries shook the sky, like locusts passing through.Many of the Heaven Wasteland Domain 

cultivators were not even sure if they could hold on for a breath!Whether it was a painting immortal or 

a chess immortal.In a war of this scale, no one would care who you were.Under the sweeping tide of 

war, life was like grass, and all living beings were like ants!Lin Lei and Lin Luo stood at the forefront of 

the Warring States army. The brother and sister looked at each other, and could see the meaning of 

farewell in each other's eyes.Jun Yu took down the chessboard behind her, held it horizontally in front of 

her chest, and looked up at the overwhelming army rushing down from the sky, her state of mind 

calm.She specialized in chess, and had experienced countless dangerous chess games.The scene in front 

of her was like the many chess games she had faced. At this point, it was no longer something that could 

be changed by human strength.Her entire life was a game of chess.And this chess game seemed to have 

come to an end.Yang Ruoxu and Chi Hong Fairy stood side by side, their expressions resolute.Mo Qing 

held the picture book, looked back in the direction of the Heaven Wasteland Palace, and murmured, 

"Unfortunately, we will never see it again."Many of the Heaven Wasteland Domain cultivators had not 

given up, and were preparing for a final fight.But in fact, everyone knew that their resistance was like a 

mantis trying to stop a chariot, or a moth flying into a flame. The outcome was already decided!Looking 

at the hundreds of millions of troops surging with murderous intent, the hearts of all the people of 

Heaven Wasteland Domain were shrouded in a thick layer of haze, and suppressed them to the point of 

suffocation!Suffocation!Unwillingness!Anger!In the end, only endless despair was left!Boom!At this 

moment, there was suddenly an earth-shattering noise in the sky!Whether it was the people of Heaven 

Wasteland Domain or the hundreds of millions of troops of the Light World, they all subconsciously 

looked in the direction of the sound. 

 

The sky was shattered, full of cracks.The Heavenly Inspector Heavenly Ambassador and the other 

Emperors of the Heavenly Courts had sealed Heaven Wasteland Domain and set up a Dao barrier that 

had shattered!Under countless gazes, a giant tree with luxuriant branches and leaves descended from 

the sky. With an unstoppable force, it smashed toward the Heaven Wasteland Palace!Originally, there 

were many cultivators and living beings from various realms beneath the towering tree.However, 

wherever the giant tree passed, all the cultivators, be they Protoss True Spirits or Kings, were smashed 

into a bloody mist!The branches of the giant tree whipped the bodies of many cultivators, causing flesh 

and blood to fly everywhere and shatter into pieces!In an instant, an unknown number of living beings 

died under this towering tree!The sky above Heaven Wasteland Domain was originally covered by 

hundreds of millions of troops, and the sun could not be seen.However, the descent of this gigantic tree 

actually created a huge hole in the sky!The starlight in the sky shone on the land of Planet Tianhuang 

through the hole and dispersed the haze in the hearts of the people of Planet Tianhuang!"What, what, 

what is this?"Someone's eyes widened in shock as he muttered subconsciously."This giant tree looks 

familiar, it seems to be …""Builder Tree! The Divine Builder Tree of the Heaven Realm! ""Heavens, the 

Divine Builder Tree of the Heaven Realm was uprooted by someone!"A series of exclamations sounded 



from the crowd.At the bottom of this towering tree, there were thousands of thick roots that were 

stained with a lot of soil. It was obvious that it was pulled out by someone and brought to Heaven 

Wasteland Domain!Not to mention the people of Planet Tianhuang, even the hundreds of millions of 

troops of the Light World were shocked. The crowd was in chaos and panic, not knowing what 

happened!The next moment, a blood-colored figure appeared in the sky and looked down at the world. 

Accompanied by hundreds of millions of starlight, she slowly descended.The Divine Builder Tree opened 

the way and hundreds of millions of starlight surrounded it!This scene was way too shocking.The 

hundreds of millions of troops of the Light World felt a huge pressure and their hearts trembled. They 

almost knelt on the ground and bowed in worship!It was an extremely beautiful woman.Black hair, 

blood-red robes, and an indifferent expression. 

 

The woman's eyes moved and she looked down on everything, as if she was a ruler of the world, 

subduing all living beings!Although the Light World and more than a hundred domains had hundreds of 

millions of troops, they were suppressed by the aura of this blood-robed woman and did not dare to 

move!Between heaven and earth, there was complete silence, and all living beings were silent!All the 

people of Planet Tianhuang also looked up at this blood-colored figure."This is..."Lin Lei and Lin Luo were 

shocked.Their mother was already a rare peerless expert among women. Her beauty was unparalleled 

and not inferior to men, but compared to this blood-robed woman, she seemed to be somewhat 

inferior.Yang Ruoxu, Mo Qing, Jun Yu, Xia Qingying... many cultivators of Heaven Wasteland Domain 

looked at this blood-robed woman, and there was only one thought left in their minds.How could there 

be such a woman in this world!"Blood Butterfly Demon Empress, Blood Butterfly Demon Empress!"At 

this moment, the ice butterfly that had landed on Mo Qing's shoulder suddenly flew up, looking 

extremely excited. There was even a trace of crying in her voice as she shouted, "It's the Blood Butterfly 

Demon Empress of my Butterfly Clan!"It's her!The legendary Blood Butterfly Demon Empress!The Dao 

companion of Emperor Araki Takeshi!Many cultivators were greatly shocked!"No wonder..."Looking at 

this figure, Mo Qing did not have the slightest desire to compare.She only thought in her heart, "Only 

such a woman, together with Emperor Araki Takeshi, would be a true immortal couple, a match made in 

heaven."No matter who it was, whether male or female, in front of the Blood Butterfly Demon Empress, 

they would unconsciously feel a sense of inferiority.Under the shocked, worshipful, and excited gazes of 

the people of Heaven Wasteland Domain, they saw a huge Immortal boat flying out from behind the 

Blood Butterfly Demon Empress.On the bow of the boat stood a Demon Emperor, the Nine-Tailed 

Demon Emperor, the Divine Elephant Demon Emperor, the Baize Demon Emperor...The Demon qi on 

the Immortal boat soared to the sky!The Great Wasteland Domain's Demon Race army had arrived!Die 

Yue waved her hand, her blood-colored sleeves fluttering, and softly uttered a word, "Kill!""Roar!"Many 

Demon Kings and True Spirits erupted into bursts of battle cries, leading the Great Wasteland Demon 

Army, charging into the hundreds of millions of troops of the Light World! 

 

Tens of thousands of demons roared, tens of thousands of beasts charged!The army of the Light World 

was in disarray from the impact, and their formation was in chaos!"Cultivators of Heaven Wasteland 

Domain, Heaven Wasteland Domain is saved, let's kill our way back!"Lin Lei stood in the air, looking 

excited, waving his arms and shouting.Yang Ruoxu of Qiankun Academy also rushed to the front, 

shouting, "Fellow Daoists, don't give up, the Dao companion of the Sector Lord is here to save us, 

Heaven Wasteland Domain will not be destroyed!"Hearing this, the morale of the people of Heaven 

Wasteland Domain was greatly boosted, and their blood surged!The Dao companion of the Sector Lord, 



the Blood Butterfly Demon Empress, was here!Heaven Wasteland Domain could still be saved!The 

outcome of this battle had not been decided yet!"Fight, fight, fight!"In despair, the people of Heaven 

Wasteland Domain reignited hope, roaring loudly, no longer fearful, no longer escaping, and erupting 

with an astonishing will.At the same time, in a corner of Heaven Wasteland Domain, hundreds of 

millions of figures flew out, like ghosts, holding two sabers, and with flesh wings on their backs, rushing 

into the crowd of the Light World army, wantonly killing!The Rakshasa Race had arrived!Heaven 

Wasteland Domain! 

Chapter 3162 

Heaven Wasteland Main Hall.Everyone looked at the giant tree descending from the sky. Their minds 

were greatly shaken, and their faces changed color!This was the Divine Builder Tree of the Heaven 

Domain?Who pulled out the Divine Builder Tree of the Heaven Domain?Moreover, it was thrown into 

the Heaven Wasteland Main Hall and killed more than a dozen Imperial Emperors!Just how much power 

did this throw unleash?Even the worlds of more than a dozen Imperial Emperors could not withstand it 

and collapsed instantly. Their bodies were torn apart and suppressed under the Divine Builder Tree!A 

blank area appeared around Su Zimo again.Thousands of thick roots of the Divine Builder Tree whipped 

down, but did not hurt Su Zimo at all.Outside the main hall, the battle cries shook the sky. The situation 

had changed.Then, in a large blood mist, Die Yue, who was dressed in a blood-red robe, descended from 

the sky and came to Su Zimo's side.Everyone in Heaven Wasteland Main Hall was invigorated when they 

saw her.The Blood Butterfly Demon Emperor of the Great Wasteland Domain!Everyone thought that 

only the Blood Butterfly Demon Emperor of the Great Wasteland Domain had such means.Emperor Bei 

Kun, Emperor Nan Peng, Ice Dragon Emperor and the others also breathed a sigh of relief.Although they 

did not dare to be enemies with the Heavenly Court, deep in their hearts, they did not want the Heaven 

Wasteland Domain to be destroyed.Seeing Die Yue appear, they also realized that there would be more 

changes in today's battle.However, Die Yue was seriously injured in the battle of the Great Wasteland, 

and it was unknown whether she had recovered.Even if she recovered, it was unknown whether she 

could withstand more than a hundred Imperial Emperors.After all, the situation today was more serious 

than the battle of the Great Wasteland!There were fifty Imperial Emperors from the Heavenly Court 

alone.Moreover, there was also the Divine Inspector, who was known as the strongest in the Heavenly 

Court.Seeing Die Yue's arrival, Su Zimo felt relieved and asked with a smile, "Such a big commotion?"He 

really did not expect that Die Yue would pull out the Divine Builder Tree and bring it to the Heaven 

Wasteland Domain.Moreover, she had already gained the upper hand before they even met!Die Yue 

said, "I could have arrived earlier, but when I passed by the Heaven Domain, I saw that the Divine 

Builder Tree's life force was was fading away. If it stayed in the Heaven Domain, it would not live for 

long." 

 

Wu Dao's original body and Die Yue left at the same time. Die Yue was indeed a little late. It turned out 

that she was delayed in the Heaven Realm.Furthermore, Su Zimo also noticed that some of the branches 

and leaves on the Divine Builder Tree had already withered and was surrounded by a deathly aura.Was 

it related to Buried Heaven?Su Zimo frowned slightly."I didn't want to bother with it at first, but this 

Builder Tree had already gained intelligence and asked me for help. So I plucked it out and brought it to 

Heaven Wasteland Domain."Die Yue said, "Heaven Wasteland Domain has just been established, this 

Jianmu tree is a gift to Heaven Wasteland Domain."Die Yue's words were said casually, but everyone 

present was secretly speechless.Monarch North Kun, Monarch South Roc, and the other World Lords 



grinned.This Blood Butterfly Demon Empress made a big move the moment she made a move. She 

casually gave a gift and directly uprooted the Divine Divine Tree of the Heavenly Realm!Hearing Die 

Yue's words, the Divine Builder Tree trembled slightly. The remaining green leaves swayed along with it, 

releasing a feeling of gratitude and joy.This Builder Tree had already treated the Heaven Wasteland 

Domain as its home!In this short period of time, the thousands of thick roots had continuously 

penetrated deep into the ground and took root here!The Divine Builder Tree was the most sensitive to 

the yuan qi of the universe. The environment here was obviously much better than the Heavenly 

Realm!Lin Zhan, Feng Cantian, and the others looked at each other, secretly delighted.Although Heaven 

Wasteland Domain had the Carefree Tree, Immortal Willow, Seven Treasures Tree, Immortality Peach 

Tree, Immortal Peach Tree, Four Great Spirit Roots, it mainly depended on Su Zimo's twelfth grade 

Creation Qinglian.Once Su Zimo left, the cultivation environment of Heaven Wasteland Domain would 

become worse.Now, with the Divine Builder Tree guarding Heaven Wasteland Domain, even if Su Zimo 

left, it would not have much impact on Heaven Wasteland Domain.Of course, these were all 

secondary.For Heaven Wasteland Domain, the most important thing was to survive the great calamity at 

hand!The Nine-Tailed Demon Empress, Divine Elephant Demon Empress, and Bai Ze Demon Empress 

also followed the Blood Butterfly Demon Empress into the main hall.More than ten Rakshasa Race 

Emperors flew in from outside.However, these Rakshasa Race Emperors had just stepped into the 

Emperor realm and could not play a key role in the Emperor battle. 

 

Emperor Qing Yan's eyes flashed coldly when he saw Die Yue.Unlike Emperor Araki Takeshi, he did not 

have much fear in front of Die Yue.When he saw Die Yue arrive and casually chat with Su Zimo in front of 

everyone, a fire of jealousy rose in his eyes and his face darkened."Xue Die, without Araki Takeshi's help, 

you can't save Heaven Wasteland Domain!"Emperor Qing Yan's eyes were cold as he said slowly, "You 

can't pass the Inspector Heavenly Ambassador alone!"As soon as he finished speaking, the battle in the 

Sword Realm suddenly paused for a moment, as if something major had happened!Everyone 

subconsciously looked up.Through the water screen, they saw Emperor Araki Takeshi standing in a pool 

of blood and flames. The Inspector Heavenly Ambassador Yan Tian who had been fighting with him had 

been destroyed in body and soul, and not even his bones were left!Hiss!Even though they were not in 

the battlefield of the Sword Realm, this scene still made many Heavenly Court Emperors feel a chill.It 

should be said that the battle had just begun.Just before Die Yue arrived, they saw Wu Dao's original 

body punch out, and the Inspector Heavenly Ambassador Yan Tian went up to meet it.In the blink of an 

eye, the Inspector Heavenly Ambassador Yan Tian had died!There were only nine Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassadors in the entire Heavenly Court.The battle had just begun and one of them had already 

died!Die Yue retracted her gaze and said indifferently, "This Inspector Heavenly Ambassador is only so-

so."The Inspector Heavenly Ambassador Yan Tian's expression was ugly.He secretly tore a few message 

talismans and turned them into streams of flowing light, entering the Void and disappearing.The 

situation was not right. He had to let the remaining five Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors and Heavenly 

Emperor experts come down to the lower domain in advance!"You are the Blood Butterfly Demon 

Emperor, let me test your skills!"The Inspector Heavenly Ambassador Yan Tian roared, "Kill!"Roar!The 

Inspector Heavenly Ambassador Yan Tian let out an earth-shattering dragon roar. His qi and blood 

surged and he shook his body, wanting to transform into his original body.Emperor Qing Yan's body was 

huge and he also wanted to transform into his original body to fight with Die Yue.Swoosh!Suddenly! 

 

Both of their visions blurred as a blood shadow flashed.Die Yue had already closed in and her qi and 



blood surged as a Bloodline phenomenon appeared behind her.The pupils on the blood-colored 

butterfly's wings locked onto the two of them.At the same time, Die Yue struck. Her fair palms 

enveloped the skies and slapped towards the top of their heads!The pupils on the blood-colored wings 

seemed to contain an extremely powerful Dao technique that could vaguely suppress the bloodlines of 

the Inspector Heavenly Ambassador Yan Tian and Emperor Qing Yan.As for Die Yue's palm, it seemed 

weak and fair but it contained an extremely terrifying power. Even the Inspector Heavenly Ambassador 

Yan Tian could sense the aura of death!She was that strong?The Inspector Heavenly Ambassador Yan 

Tian's heart skipped a beat. He did not have time to transform into his true body and could only extend 

his palm to resist.Bang! Bang!Both parties clashed head-on. The Inspector Heavenly Ambassador Yan 

Tian and Emperor Qing Yan shuddered and their bones creaked. Their teeth ached and they nearly fell 

off from the impact!Emperor Qing Yan's face was pale and filled with fear.Die Yue's combat strength 

was clearly much stronger than during the battle of the Great Wilderness!Before the two of them could 

catch their breaths, Die Yue lunged forward once more.Bang! Bang! Bang!The three of them exchanged 

blows consecutively and the Inspector Heavenly Ambassador Yan Tian and Emperor Qing Yan were 

forced to retreat. Under Die Yue's suppression, they could not even transform into their true bodies! 

Chapter 3163 

Boom! Boom! Boom!The other Empyrean Emperors of the Heavenly Courts, the Lord of Light and the 

other Empyrean Emperors formed their own worlds and attacked Die Yue.Among the Empyrean 

Emperors, the strongest were the Emissary Inspector Heavens and Emperor Green Flame.If the two of 

them were to be killed by Die Yue like the Emissary Inspector Heavens of the Sword World, it would be 

extremely disadvantageous for the Heavenly Courts!"Roar! “Emperor Green Flame roared. Although his 

body was not completely transformed, his dragon head was still menacing. He opened his mouth and 

spat out a terrifying dragon breath in Die Yue's direction!This dragon breath was mixed with an 

extremely terrifying green flame. It was still at the level of 'Dao'.A forbidden skill was released!If they 

were to continue being suppressed by Die Yue, the two of them would probably be killed before they 

could even transform into their true forms!The Emissary Inspector Heavens' eyes lit up as he channeled 

his Essence Spirit and released a forbidden skill as well.The firmaments split open as an extremely old 

dragon claw appeared. It seemed to have come from the end of the river of time as it slapped down 

towards Die Yue!The bloodline aura emanating from the dragon claw could suppress all living 

beings!Even the Blood Butterfly phenomenon behind Die Yue flickered as though it would be destroyed 

at any moment!"Adjudication!"The Lord of Light's body surged with golden blood qi as a bloodline 

phenomenon appeared behind him. An ancient pyramid appeared with countless living beings kneeling 

beneath it.The Lord of Light stood at the top of the pyramid as streams of white energy flew out from 

the heads of the living beings endlessly and gathered towards the Lord of Light!The Lord of Light 

clenched his fists in front of him as the white energy gathered continuously. In his palms, a resplendent 

gigantic sword was formed!Swash!The Lord of Light swung forward.The gigantic sword was 

incomparably sacred as though it could sever all Dao arts!It was a forbidden skill that belonged to the 

Protoss, Adjudication!The battle between the two sides had just begun and they pushed it to the limits 

without holding back as they released multiple forbidden skills!There was no way Die Yue could ignore 

such attacks.With that, she could no longer maintain her powerful attacks to suppress the Emissary 

Inspector Heavens and Emperor Green Flame.Die Yue's figure suddenly vanished. 

 

Two strange red moons suddenly appeared in the sky.Under the illumination of these two crimson 



moons, a gigantic butterfly vaguely appeared, overlooking the world, its wings trembling 

slightly.Whoosh!With just a slight flap, endless storms were stirred up on the battlefield, sweeping in all 

directions and destroying all life. It was unstoppable!Die Yue's forbidden technique, Blood Moon 

Storm!The green flames that Emperor Blue Flame spewed out were almost extinguished by this storm. 

The dragon breath was also about to dissipate.Shocking wounds appeared on the ancient dragon claw 

that was descending from the sky.Although the dragon claw was still slamming down, its power was 

rapidly diminishing!Before the Sword of Judgement released by the Lord of Light could land on Die Yue, 

it was torn apart by the bloody storm!Not only that, under the sweeping of the storm, the pyramid 

beneath the Radiant Lord also collapsed!"Ah!"The Radiance World Overlord screamed in agony as 

countless wounds appeared on his body. Golden blood splattered all over the battlefield, and his body 

was covered in wounds!Seizing the opportunity, Emperor Lord Azure Flame and the Emissary Inspector 

Heavens reverted to their true forms. Their auras surged and their powers rose 

continuously!Boom! Boom!The two of them propped up another world and combined with the power of 

the two forbidden techniques, they barely managed to block Die Yue's terrifying forbidden technique!As 

for the Radiance World Overlord, he was already deep in the storm. Whether it was his world or his 

physical body and bloodline, he was no match for the Emissary Inspector Heavens and Emperor Blue 

Flame.Although they were all peak Emperors, there was no clear division between peak Emperors and 

Great Emperors. As a result, the difference in power between peak Emperors was huge!After the 

Radiance World Overlord released the forbidden technique, if he could withdraw from the center of the 

battlefield immediately, he could still save his life.Now, when he realized that the situation was not 

good, it was already too late!His understanding of Die Yue was still the same as when he witnessed the 

battle of the Great Wilderness.But in the past hundred years, Die Yue had risen to another 

level.Although she had not become a Great Emperor, in the battle of the Great Wilderness, even 

without Wu Dao's original body, she still had the power to fight!Back then, when Die Yue released the 

Blood Moon Storm, she could not withstand the power of this forbidden technique and her physical 

body would be torn apart. 

 

But now, Die Yue, who was in the eye of the blood-colored storm, was calm and unharmed from head to 

toe!Whoosh!The storm howled. Under everyone's gaze, the Radiance World Overlord's flesh was being 

torn apart by this bloody storm, constantly peeling off from his body!In the blink of an eye, the Radiance 

World Overlord was only left with a golden skeleton standing on the spot. His eyes flickered with a faint 

light, filled with fear.Bang!In the next moment, the Radiance World Overlord's skeleton was also blown 

away by the bloody storm.The faint light in his eyes was completely extinguished!The Radiance World 

Overlord had fallen!The aftershock of the collision of the forbidden techniques was not limited to 

this.The dozen or so Emperors who did not manage to escape in time were swept into the storm of the 

collision of the forbidden techniques and were buried here!Although the Emissary Inspector Heavens 

and Emperor Blue Flame had broken free from Die Yue's suppression and reverted to their original 

bodies, their battle strength had increased greatly, but they had also paid a heavy price.The Radiance 

World Overlord had fallen, in addition to the dozen or so Emperors.Of course, almost all the Emperors 

who had fallen came from the Radiance World and other worlds.In their eyes, the Emperors of the 

Middle Worlds were just ants.No matter how many casualties there were, they did not care.After the 

Emissary Inspector Heavens and Emperor Blue Flame reverted to their original bodies, they unleashed 

their maximum battle strength and led the remaining Emperors to finally stabilize the situation and 

resist Die Yue's attacks.The Old Ape, Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor, Divine Elephant Demon Emperor, Bai 



Ze Demon Emperor, and a group of Rakshasa Emperors all joined the battle and tried their best to help 

Die Yue hold back some Emperors.For example, the Old Ape alone was holding back three peak 

Emperors!But even so, the number of Emperors surrounding Die Yue remained at around a hundred.The 

Emissary Inspector Heavens had unleashed his full power and displayed his peak battle strength. He was 

indeed worthy of being the strongest person in Firmament below the Great Emperor!Only he could fight 

Die Yue head-on.With the Emissary Inspector Heavens resisting and neutralizing most of Die Yue's 

attacks and power, together with Emperor Blue Flame and the other hundred Emperors, Die Yue was 

unable to gain any advantage.The other Emperors had seen Die Yue's methods and were even more 

careful with their attacks. 

 

When they saw that the situation was not good, they would retreat immediately.With the Emissary 

Inspector Heavens and Emperor Blue Flame holding back most of Die Yue's attention, it would be 

difficult for her to succeed and kill the surrounding Emperors."North Kun, South Peng, what are you 

waiting for!"The Old Ape roared at Emperor North Kun, Emperor South Peng, and the others who were 

watching from the sidelines. "At this moment, you are still hesitating?"If Emperor North Kun, Emperor 

South Peng, Frost Dragon Emperor, and the Flower Domain Master were willing to help and stand on 

the side of Heaven Wasteland Domain, they could help Die Yue take away some of the 

Emperors.Perhaps, this little change would reduce the pressure on Die Yue and affect the final direction 

of the battle and break the balance! 

Chapter 3164 

Without waiting for Emperor Bei Kun and the others to speak, the Heavenly Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassador sneered. While fighting against Die Yue, she said faintly, "You'd better think carefully about 

the consequences of going against the Heavenly Court!"Emperor Bei Kun, Emperor Nan Peng, and the 

other two Sector Lords frowned, looking troubled.It was not that they could not differentiate between 

right and wrong and did not want to help the Heaven Wasteland Domain.It was just that they really did 

not dare to take the risk!Once they chose to help the Heaven Wasteland Domain, it meant that they 

would be standing against the Heavenly Court!For many eras, which force that went against the 

Heavenly Court had a good ending?Some people were imprisoned forever in the sinful land, never to 

see the light of day, living a life worse than death.Some realms were completely wiped out from the 

Middle Thousand Domains. Occasionally, when they were mentioned, they would attract the disdain of 

others!Since ancient times, there had been countless people who dared to challenge the Heavenly 

Court, including several ancient Great Emperors.But in the end?Which one of them had a good 

ending?Although Emperor Araki Takeshi was strong, he had not become a Great Emperor.In the past 

few eras, even numerous Imperial Emperors had perished successively, and they even carried the 

infamy of being a sinner. So, how great could a mere Martial Monarch Desolate do?Now, Emperor Araki 

Takeshi seemed powerful and invincible, but the true master of the Heavenly Court had yet to take 

action.Once the Emperor of the Heavenly Court took action, no one in the Middle Thousand Domains 

would be able to stop him!Time and time again, the Heavenly Court had failed.Every failure would bring 

great pain to the living beings of the Middle Thousand Domains, and it would take countless years to 

recover!Emperor Bei Kun and Emperor Nan Peng silently lowered their heads, not daring to meet the 

old ape's eyes.They could not bear this responsibility.Once they chose to go against the Heavenly Court, 

the newly born Kun Peng Realm would very likely be destroyed!The Frost Dragon Emperor was 

silent.She was the master of the Dragons Domain, and shouldered the hope of reviving the 



Dragons.Once she stood against the Heavenly Court, not to mention reviving the Dragons, the Dragons 

might not even survive this lifetime!But if not for Emperor Araki Takeshi, the Dragons would have been 

destroyed, and even she would not have survived until now! 

 

This was an extremely difficult choice for her.On one hand, it meant the destruction of the Dragons.On 

the other hand, it signified righteousness and gratitude!Finally, the Frost Dragon Emperor heavily 

slammed her dragon-headed walking stick on the ground and said in a deep voice, "I will give up my life 

and fight against the Heaven!""I only hope that no matter what happens to the Dragon Realm in the 

future, my clansmen will not resent me."The Frost Dragon Empress had already stepped forward, 

prepared to die.…Sword World.At the beginning of the Empyrean battle, Wu Dao's true body had 

withstood the attacks of nearly three hundred Empyrean Lords and forcefully killed an Inspector 

Heavenly Ambassador, instantly changing the situation!The remaining two Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassadors and two Heavenly Courts' young masters were unable to withstand Wu Dao's true body 

despite using all their strength.From start to finish, Wu Dao's true body hadn't even released his world. 

He had only revolved his blood essence and relied on his body and bloodline to push forward!Other than 

the two Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors, the other Empyrean Lords, including the perfected worlds of 

the peak Empyrean Lords, could not withstand a single punch from Wu Dao!No divine weapon, no 

secret art, no immortal art, no matter what, they were no match for a single punch from Wu Dao 

himself!It was unstoppable, like a hot knife through butter!Wherever Wu Dao's true body went, people 

would be thrown off their feet!The forbidden arts released by the two Heavenly Courts' young masters, 

Empyrean Lord Bai Yu and Empyrean Lord Xuanshen, were destroyed by Wu Dao's true body with two 

casual punches. It did not even stir up a single ripple!The two Heavenly Courts' young masters were 

appalled. They were nearly scared out of their wits!This Empyrean Lord Araki Takeshi was clearly a lot 

stronger and more terrifying than during the battle in the vast wilderness!They had never seen such 

means before.That was a forbidden art!Yet, it was destroyed by Empyrean Lord Araki Takeshi with two 

casual punches!The two forbidden arts failed to stop Wu Dao's true body for even a moment. Seeing Wu 

Dao's true body approach them, the two Heavenly Courts' young masters had no time to escape.If not 

for the two Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors arriving in time to save them, Empyrean Lord Bai Yu and 

Empyrean Lord Xuanshen would have been beaten to death by Wu Dao's true body in a single 

exchange!Although they had saved the two Heavenly Courts' young masters, the two Inspector 

Heavenly Ambassadors did not have it easy. The world was on the brink of collapse from Wu Dao's true 

body's two punches. It was covered in cracks. 

 

Immense forces surged into their bodies through the world's cracks. The two Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassadors spat out large mouthfuls of blood from the blows. All they could do was drag Empyrean 

Lord Bai Yu and Empyrean Lord Xuanshen into the crowd to avoid the brunt of the blows.They could not 

fight!They could not fight at all!The two Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors' faces were pale.They claimed 

to be the strongest experts beneath the Great Emperor, but in front of Wu Dao's true body, they 

probably would not last more than three punches before being hammered to death on the 

spot!Thankfully, they had already sent a message to inform the other Inspector Heavenly Courts' 

Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors to provide immediate reinforcements.Perhaps, they would be able to 

hold back Empyrean Lord Araki Takeshi by joining forces."Kill the bunch of people from the Sword 

World. Don't stop him. It's like striking a stone with an egg!"White Sky Inspector Heavenly Ambassador 

roared, reminding the other Empyrean Lord experts to disperse and begin their massacre of the Sword 



World.No matter how strong Empyrean Lord Araki Takeshi was, it was impossible for him to take care of 

everyone.Only by doing so could they stall for time to the greatest extent, diverting Empyrean Lord 

Araki Takeshi's attention!It had to be said that White Sky Inspector Heavenly Ambassador's change in 

strategy was rather timely.If the bunch of Empyrean Lord experts were to continue gathering together 

to fight Wu Dao's true body, they would probably be crushed and reduced to corpses beneath the feet 

of Wu Dao's true body!In just a short while, the number of Empyrean Lord experts had 

plummeted.There were less than two hundred of them!Half of the six Realm Lords of the Celestial 

Tribute world had been killed by Wu Dao's true body with two punches!Now, the Empyrean Lord 

experts were scattered everywhere as they charged into the Sword World continent to engage in a 

massacre.Not only did they cause considerable damage to the cultivators of the Sword World, it would 

also take a lot of time for Wu Dao's true body to chase after them one by one.It was not only the 

Empyrean Lords. The cultivators of the Stone World, Heavenly Vision World, Golden Crow World and 

other super worlds were also in a killing frenzy.When Wu Dao's true body sensed this scene, his 

expression was cold as he said slowly, "All of you are courting death!" 

 

The moment he said that, ten ancient and thick Gates of Hell appeared behind Wu Dao's true body. The 

gigantic gates stood in the starry cosmos and emitted a shuddering aura!Ghostly wails and howls could 

be heard from every single gate.Before the cultivators could react, figures rushed out of the nine Gates 

of Hell. They were densely packed like carps crossing the river as they charged into the crowd and began 

a massacre!Those living beings came from the Nine Hells and were bloodthirsty and ferocious. Their 

bodies were filled with the aura of the Netherworld – they were true living beings of Hell!"Apart from 

sword cultivators, kill everyone else!"The voice of Wu Dao's true body was extremely cold.Initially, he 

did not intend to use the army from Hell at this moment.He had prepared this army of Hell for the 

Heavenly Courts.In the current battlefield, apart from the Heavenly Courts and the Celestial Tribute 

world, there were also the Heavenly Vision World, the Stone World and the Golden Crow World that 

came from the medium-class worlds.Originally, Wu Dao's true body still had some leeway and did not 

want to kill these worlds.However, the living beings of these worlds were not lenient towards the 

cultivators of the Sword World at all. They were completely intent on killing them all!Seeing that, Wu 

Dao's true body no longer held back. He opened the Gates of Hell and released the bloodthirsty army! 

Chapter 3165 

This group of living beings from Hell had a natural hatred and disgust towards cultivators from the 

Middle World.Fortunately, in this life, Wu Dao's true body was overseeing Hell. With the help of Princess 

Yufei, he had subdued and tamed this ferocious and bloodthirsty army of Hell.Otherwise, if such an 

army of Hell suddenly descended and was completely uncontrollable, it would be a huge disaster for the 

Middle World!Wu Dao's true body secretly brought the living beings from Hell who had a chance of 

stepping into the Thearch realm, such as Hell Lord Ku Quan and the others, to the Great Wasteland 

World through the Gates of Hell.After all, it was once a Hell that was comparable to the Middle World. 

There were many experts.However, because Hell was in ruins, this group of living beings from Hell had 

always been suppressed, so they were unable to step into the Thearch realm.With the help of the 

complete heaven and earth and Dao techniques of the Middle World, hundreds of living beings from 

Hell stepped into the Thearch realm.Such an army of Hell had been suppressed in the dark and gloomy 

Hell for countless years. Now that they had descended into the Middle World, they erupted with 

astonishing combat strength!The living beings from Hell were fearless and excited to the extreme. They 



rushed into the crowd and started a massacre.The battlefield was in chaos.The cultivator armies of the 

Heavenly Eye World, Stone World, Golden Crow World, and other super worlds were scattered by the 

army of Hell.Many cultivators of the Sword World also obtained a chance to catch their breaths.Without 

any worries, Wu Dao's true body once again pursued the Imperial Emperor experts of the Heavenly 

Court and the Celestial Tribute World. With a casual step, he could cross the endless starry sky and 

travel freely on the battlefield.No Imperial Emperor expert could block the attack of Wu Dao's true 

body!Wu Dao's true body arrived in front of the other party. With a casual punch, an Imperial Emperor 

expert died!The number of Imperial Emperors on the battlefield was rapidly decreasing!The Realm Lords 

of the Heavenly Eye World, Stone World, and Golden Crow World were pale. They already had the 

intention to retreat and trembled.If this continued, before the Sword World was destroyed, the Imperial 

Emperor experts they brought with them would all die here!The two Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors 

were also livid with shock and bewilderment.The situation was not good!According to Empyrean Lord 

Baiyu and Empyrean Lord Azure Flame's description, the few Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors should be 

able to deal with Empyrean Lord Araki Takeshi in the lower realm. 

 

But who would have thought that in just over a hundred years, Emperor Araki Takeshi's battle prowess 

was much stronger than what the three young masters of the Heavenly Court had described!Rumble!At 

this moment, a loud noise came from the sky.Soon after, an enormous crack appeared in the heavens, 

emitting a heart-palpitating pressure. Faint immortal sounds could be heard, and the vital energy was 

rich!Five figures appeared, standing in the air, looking down at the battlefield of Sword World with cold 

expressions.On the waists of these five figures hung tokens unique to the Heavenly Court. On them 

were the words Jun, Min, You, Zhu, and Yang.The five Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors — Jun Tian, Min 

Tian, You Tian, Zhu Tian, and Yang Tian — rushed over immediately without having the time to gather 

manpower after receiving the call for help from the Medium-class world!On the battlefield, the two 

Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors who were hiding in the crowd with the two young masters of the 

Heavenly Courts used the Thearch weapons and the chaotic battlefield to hide their tracks, avoiding the 

pursuit of Wu Dao's true body.Upon seeing this scene, the two Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors finally 

heaved a sigh of relief.With the seven Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors joining forces, even if they were 

unable to kill Empyrean Lord Araki Takeshi, they could hold him back as much as possible while waiting 

for reinforcements from the Heavenly Courts' army!However, White Sky Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassador suddenly realized that Wu Dao's true body had vanished.White Sky Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassador was alarmed. He looked around but failed to find any traces of Wu Dao's true body."Be 

careful!"He seemed to think of something as he turned his head abruptly. He looked at the five 

Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors who had descended from the sky and warned them loudly.Wu Dao's 

true body was definitely going to kill the five Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors!The five Inspector 

Heavenly Ambassadors who had just descended knew almost nothing about Empyrean Lord Araki 

Takeshi.They had only heard that the four young masters of the Heavenly Courts had suffered greatly in 

the dimensional realm, but they did not know how powerful their opponents were!Furthermore, over 

the years, there was almost no one beneath the Great Emperor realm that could threaten them.Even 

the powerful Empyrean Lords under Fiendlord and Ghostmother would not be able to gain much of an 

advantage against them.Under such psychological influence, if they were targeted by Wu Dao's true 

body, they would definitely be severely injured!Just as expected!Just as White Sky Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassador's warning sounded, Wu Dao's true body had already descended in front of Inspector 

Heavenly Ambassador You Tian! 



 

His lifeblood rumbled as his body seemed to burn with countless flames. He raised his hand and 

punched out like a volcanic eruption, incinerating everything!For example, every time these Inspector 

Heavenly Ambassadors descended into a dimensional realm to patrol the heavens, all Empyrean Lord 

experts had to bow their heads obediently.Inspector Heavenly Ambassador You Tian had never seen 

such a situation before.Before he could find his footing, a purple-robed man had already appeared in 

front of him and struck out such a terrifying punch at him!Under this punch, all his means seemed to 

crumble at the first blow.Before his bloodline phenomenon could condense, it was burned to 

nothingness by the high temperatures produced by the punch!Before his world could take form, it was 

torn to shreds by the Dao Dharmic vortex that revolved around the fist!"This person's combat strength is 

probably comparable to a Great Emperor's!"This was the final thought that flashed through Inspector 

Heavenly Ambassador You Tian's mind.The next moment, his vision turned black as he lost all 

consciousness.Under everyone's watchful eyes, the five Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors that had just 

descended were once again killed by Wu Dao's true body with a single punch!The remaining four 

Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors were appalled. Without a second thought, they conjured their true 

bodies and conjured a world. They conjured their Great Emperor weapons and circled around 

them.However, Wu Dao's true body vanished once again.He did not give the four Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassadors a chance to attack him!On the battlefield of the Sword World, White Sky Inspector 

Heavenly Ambassador saw Inspector Heavenly Ambassador You Tian perish and Wu Dao's true body 

vanish once again. His heart suddenly turned gloomy!A strong sense of danger suddenly descended 

upon him!"No good!"White Sky Inspector Heavenly Ambassador felt his scalp tingle as his heart 

sank.With Empyrean Lord Bai Yu in tow, he hid in the crowd with the help of the Great Emperor 

weapons. It was difficult for Wu Dao's true body to detect him.And his shout from before was equivalent 

to exposing himself!Boom!A huge wave of scorching energy surged forth.As White Sky Inspector 

Heavenly Ambassador's pupils constricted, a fist rapidly approached him. It grew in size and eventually 

filled his vision!A powerful suction force pulled him and Empyrean Lord Bai Yu towards the fist. 

 

There was no way to avoid it!"Roar!"White Sky Inspector Heavenly Ambassador and Empyrean Lord Bai 

Yu roared at the same time as they pushed their lifeblood to its limits.White Sky Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassador conjured another forbidden art as he punched at Wu Dao's true body's fist!Boom!When 

White Sky Inspector Heavenly Ambassador and Empyrean Lord Bai Yu clashed with Wu Dao's true body's 

fist, their bodies convulsed as they coughed out large mouthfuls of blood.The punch was heavy and 

forceful. It was unstoppable!The armor on White Sky Inspector Heavenly Ambassador's body was torn 

apart by the punch as it fell off his body.He was already covered in wounds as his flesh and skin tore 

apart. Blood dyed his snow-white long hair red.Empyrean Lord Bai Yu was also coughing out large 

mouthfuls of blood as his eyes dimmed.Before the two could catch their breaths, the second punch 

arrived.Compared to the previous punch, it was even more ferocious and suffocating. It carried the aura 

of death and boundless might as it enveloped them! 

Chapter 3166 

Middle World, in a corner of the vast cosmos.A white-browed elder hunched his back as he sat on a 

blank tombstone. He looked in the direction of the Sword World battlefield and muttered, "The 

commotion this time is too great. It will probably alarm those from the Heavenly Courts."On the other 

end of the cosmos, a thin girl also stopped in her tracks and looked at the Sword World. She suddenly 



asked, "If those people were to take action, should we help?"The two of them were separated by 

billions of kilometers of the cosmos but they did not seem to be obstructed. They were just inches away 

from each other as they chatted casually.In the darkness of another cosmos, a figure slowly appeared. 

She looked like an old woman with a walking stick. She said slowly, "If we were to take action to resist 

the Heavenly Courts, it would mean the beginning of the War of the Heavens.""A Great Emperor has yet 

to be born in a Middle World. It's not the right time to attack the Heavens. Besides, the Great Emperors 

have yet to take the final step. "The white-browed elder did not say a word, as though he agreed with 

the old woman.The girl's gaze turned and landed in the direction of the Heavenly realm. She narrowed 

her eyes and said with a cold voice, "He has gone overboard!""He is also doing it to attack the Heavens 

and to help us return to the Major Chiliocosm."The old woman said indifferently, as though she thought 

nothing of it.The little girl fell silent, but her face still revealed a trace of coldness.…On the Sword World 

battlefield.Wu Dao's true body's second punch descended, enveloping White Sky Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassador and Empyrean Lord Bai Yu within!Boom!There was a loud boom!White Sky Inspector 

Heavenly Ambassador finally could not hold on any longer. His body reached the limits of what he could 

withstand as he was blasted apart by the punch. His Essence Soul was destroyed!And at the final critical 

moment, Empyrean Lord Bai Yu tore apart a talisman charm.The talisman charm emitted a shocking 

killing intent as countless Dharmic runes enveloped Empyrean Lord Bai Yu's body, carrying him in the 

direction of the Heavenly Courts!"You still want to escape this time?"Wu Dao sneered as he turned his 

fist into a palm and grabbed at the top of Empyrean Lord Bai Yu's head!The Dharmic runes on Empyrean 

Lord Bai Yu's body rapidly condensed, transforming into a sword that surged with killing intent. It 

cleaved down at Wu Dao's palm! 

 

Wu Dao's true body sensed that the Dharmic runes were left behind by the Great Emperors.If this were 

more than a hundred years ago, it might have caused some trouble.But now …With a thought, Wu Dao 

summoned the Prison Suppressing Cauldron back to him and used it to suppress the murderous 

longsword!There was a loud bang!The killing intent sword was shattered by the Prison Suppressing 

Cauldron!Wu Dao's true body's palm landed directly on the top of Emperor Bai Yu's head."You can't kill 

me …"Emperor Bai Yu shrieked.Pa!Wu Dao's main body didn't even give him a chance to say a second 

word. He exerted force in his palm and instantly turned his head into a bloody mist. His soul scattered, 

and his body and dao vanished!When the Imperial Monarchs saw this scene, a wave of deep fear surged 

in their hearts.Since the beginning of the battle, Imperial Monarch Araki Takeshi had killed over a 

hundred Imperial Monarchs!Apart from the Empyrean Emperors of the Heaven Conferment world, 

there were also three Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors of the Heavenly Courts and a young master of 

the Heavenly Courts!In the battle of the Grand Desolate World and today's battle, the Celestial Tribute 

World was almost crippled by Imperial Monarch Araki Takeshi alone!Even if the Heavenly Courts sent a 

few more Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors, from the looks of it, they probably wouldn't be able to 

withstand Imperial Monarch Araki Takeshi's attack.This battle was the focus of everyone's attention.In 

the three thousand realms, countless experts were paying attention to this battle and waiting for the 

outcome.At that moment, not only the Heavenly Eye World, Stone World, Golden Crow World, and 

other worlds, even the remaining Imperial Monarchs of the Celestial Tribute World had the intention to 

retreat.The Heavenly Courts' defeat was already apparent. If they didn't have any extraordinary means, 

it would be difficult to reverse the situation!At that moment, a heart-palpitating aura suddenly 

descended from the rift in the sky.This aura was so terrifying that it even made both sides who were 

fighting on the battlefield stop. They looked up in horror!An invisible and huge pressure enveloped the 



Middle World!At that moment, all living beings in the three thousand realms, regardless of their 

cultivation level or where they were, were jolted awake. They looked up at the starry sky.All living 

beings held their breath, anxious and uneasy. They had a feeling that a great disaster was about to befall 

them. It was as if this world was about to usher in the end! 

 

Not only on the battlefield of the Sword World, the battle on the Heaven Wasteland Domain's side also 

gradually came to a stop."This pressure..."Die Yue's face revealed a rare trace of solemnity.Only a Great 

Emperor could make all living beings in the three thousand realms feel such a huge pressure!"Ants!"At 

that moment, a fierce shout suddenly came from the rift in the sky.When it landed in the Middle World, 

it was like a sudden clap of thunder, bursting forth with endless majesty!Not to mention the low-level 

cultivators, even the Imperial Monarchs present almost knelt to the ground under this fierce shout. 

Their ears were buzzing and their minds were blank.It was as if the word 'ants' was berating them!The 

Iron Crown elder's face was pale.This battle had alarmed the Great Emperor. Not only would the Sword 

World and Heaven Wasteland Domain be removed, even Imperial Monarch Araki Takeshi...Unlike the 

Imperial Monarchs of the Sword World and Heaven Wasteland Domain, the Imperial Monarchs of the 

Heavenly Court breathed a sigh of relief when they heard this voice.The Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassadors were also relieved.They did not have the slightest confidence in facing Imperial Monarch 

Araki Takeshi!The Imperial Monarchs from the White Sky Empire looked excited, but also somewhat sad 

and indignant.A White Sky Emperor could not help but cry out sorrowfully, "Master, the Inspector 

Heavenly Ambassadors and Young Master have just been killed by Araki Takeshi!""Araki Takeshi, Araki 

Takeshi..."In the crack in the sky, low moans reverberated.No one dared to speak, for fear of disturbing 

the person in the Heavenly Court.The atmosphere between heaven and earth was extremely 

oppressive!At this moment, Wu Dao stood in the air and only slightly raised his head.Because he was 

wearing the Mo Luo Mask, no one could see his expression.If someone could see through it, they would 

be surprised to find that Wu Dao's expression was much calmer than they imagined!"Araki Takeshi, 

Araki Takeshi..."The low murmur continued to reverberate.Then, it came to an abrupt stop!"How dare 

you!"A loud roar sounded in the sky, accompanied by a vast and majestic pressure. A large hand passed 

through the rift in the sky and slammed down toward Imperial Monarch Araki Takeshi in the starry sky! 

 

This large hand blotted out the sky and contained an aura that could destroy heaven and earth. As soon 

as it arrived in the Middle World, the surrounding stars were instantly destroyed and turned into 

dust!The starry sky trembled and the sky darkened!A Great Emperor had attacked!Some of the sword 

cultivators of the Sword World could not withstand the pressure and knelt on the ground.This enormous 

hand that blotted out the sky didn't just want to crush the Martial Dao True Body to death, it also 

enveloped the entire Sword World, wanting to annihilate the Sword World beneath its palm!Even the 

Monarchs outside the battlefield felt their hearts tremble when they sensed this aura.The gap was too 

great!This was the power of a Great Emperor!There was no way to contend against it!Heaven 

Wasteland Domain.Emperor North Kun and Emperor South Peng sighed softly when they saw this 

scene.They did not help Heaven Wasteland Domain because they were worried that this battle would 

alarm a Great Emperor.A Great Emperor was enough to quell everything! 

Chapter 3167 

 



In this Middle World, no one had ever seen a Great Emperor in action. What kind of scene would that 

be?Although Wu Dao's true body had seen a Great Emperor before, he had never fought one. He did not 

know how powerful a Great Emperor was.Only at this moment did he feel the power of a Great Emperor 

that caused the cosmos to tremble, the heavens to tremble, and all races to submit!It was very 

powerful!It was unprecedentedly powerful!It even made him feel immense pressure!If it were a 

hundred years ago, he would definitely not have been able to withstand such a palm strike without 

using the Origin Martial Grotto-Heaven.But today was different from the past!In a hundred years, Die 

Yue had improved tremendously.Wu Dao's true body was also transforming!After the battle of the 

Grand Desolate World, Wu Dao's true body's Origin Martial Grotto-Heaven had stepped into the 

Thearch realm and transformed into the Origin Martial World.The Origin Martial World was his Wu Dao 

body!Even without using the Origin Martial World, he could easily suppress many peak Imperial Lords 

and shatter a perfected world with just his physical body and bloodline power!After the two true bodies 

met, Wu Dao's true body had fused the three Dao fires of Qinglian's true body into his body, causing the 

might of Wu Dao's Furnace and Martial Tempering Universe to be greatly enhanced!In the previous 

battle, Wu Dao's true body had slaughtered everyone. Even the three Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors 

had been killed by him in two to three punches.But in fact, he had held back and had not released his 

full strength.At the beginning of the battle, Wu Dao's true body had guessed that this battle would very 

likely alarm the Heavenly Courts' Great Emperor!He had to hold back.And all of these backup plans were 

for this moment!Facing the huge hand that blotted out the sky, Wu Dao's true body roared into the sky. 

He pushed his lifeblood to its limits as a rumbling sound came from his body.The next moment, a huge 

flaming furnace appeared between heaven and earth, standing tall in the cosmos!Bloodline 

phenomenon, Wu Dao's Furnace!This gigantic blazing furnace even enveloped the gigantic hand 

descending from the sky. Nine blazing flames burned fiercely, intending to refine this gigantic 

hand!"Humph!"A cold snort came from above the Heavenly Court, and the tone was filled with disdain. 

 

The gigantic hand suddenly turned blood-red as a massive amount of blood qi filled the entire furnace. It 

clashed with the nine flames and sizzled!Under the suppression of this blood-red hand, the nine flames 

continued to weaken and even showed signs of extinguishing!Wu Dao's furnace couldn't block the sky-

covering hand at all. Instead, it kept shaking and was about to be smashed into pieces by the sky-

covering hand!Whoosh!Wu Dao's true body activated his divine sense and released a world. Martial 

Refining Universe!Nether Ghostfire, Red Lotus Karmic Fire, Calamity Fire, Vermilion Bird Dao Fire, Hell 

Fire, Immortal Dao Fire, Buddhist Dao Fire, Devil Dao Fire, and Martial Soul Fire. Nine great flames 

gathered in the universe and transformed into nine fire dragons that roared at the sky!The nine fire 

dragons circled around Wu Dao's furnace, causing the nine fire auras in Wu Dao's furnace to increase 

greatly, and the fire was ignited once again!The Heaven and Earth Furnace, under the burning of the 

divine fire inside and outside, was burned red and transparent. Even the gigantic hand that covered the 

sky was emitting billowing green smoke!Martial Refining Universe combined with Wu Dao's furnace 

allowed Wu Dao's power to be unleashed to the extreme!All the living beings of the Middle World were 

dumbfounded when they saw this scene, and their faces were full of shock.Even the Sword World's 

elder with the iron crown and the Heaven Wasteland Domain's Emperor experts had a look of disbelief 

on their faces.The battle strength of Emperor Araki Takeshi had reached such a level that he was in a 

stalemate with the Great Emperor!Under the starry sky, the sky-covering hand seemed to be in pain and 

couldn't continue to suppress it. Instead, it wanted to withdraw its palm.But Wu Dao's true body didn't 

give it this chance. After Martial Refining Universe and Wu Dao's furnace, another loud sound came 



from the starry sky!Ten huge ancient portals descended, and pressure surged. Under the will of Wu 

Dao's true body, they exerted force at the same time and suppressed the sky-covering 

hand!Boom!There was a deafening sound, and heaven and earth trembled!The ten portals of hell 

smashed heavily into the sky-covering hand.The next moment, blood mist filled the sky, and a large 

amount of blood rain sprinkled down!The blood of a Great Emperor!All the living beings of the Middle 

World were in an uproar!Three thousand domains were shaken!In the Heaven Wasteland Palace, 

Emperor North Kun and Emperor South Roc widened their eyes and looked at the blood rain in the sky 

in disbelief. 

 

The two of them didn't expect that the Great Emperor of the Heavenly Court would make a move!The 

Great Emperor's palm had been shattered by Emperor Araki Takeshi!"Araki Takeshi has 

probably..."Emperor North Kun's lips trembled, and he swallowed his saliva and murmured, "He has 

already become a Great Emperor..."Others couldn't see through the cultivation realm of Wu Dao's true 

body, and didn't know that he had just stepped into the Great Emperor realm.But the scene in front of 

them almost proved that Araki Takeshi was a Great Emperor!If he didn't have the battle strength of a 

Great Emperor, who could injure the Great Emperor of the Heavenly Court?"This, this is a Great 

Emperor!"The old man with the iron crown looked excited, and his voice trembled.He originally thought 

that the Sword Realm and Heaven Wasteland Domain would be destroyed, and that Emperor Araki 

Takeshi would also die.But he didn't expect that Araki Takeshi would injure the Great Emperor of the 

Heavenly Court after making a move!Could there be a turning point in this battle?"Great Emperor, he is 

a Great Emperor! Great Emperor Araki Takeshi! "Emperor Xuan Can of the Heavenly Court was really 

frightened, and his face was pale as he suddenly exclaimed.Only a Great Emperor expert could fight 

against the Great Emperor of the Heavenly Court!The words "Great Emperor Araki Takeshi" immediately 

caused a commotion on the battlefield of the Sword Realm."Great Emperor Araki Takeshi!"Someone in 

the Sword Realm shouted loudly.After this voice, more and more sword cultivators' blood boiled, and 

they shouted loudly, "Great Emperor Araki Takeshi, Great Emperor Araki Takeshi!"The sound waves 

rolled and spread in all directions!On the battlefield of the Sword Realm, the morale of the cultivators of 

the Sky Eye Realm, the Stone Realm, and the Golden Crow Realm was greatly reduced, and they were at 

a loss of what to do.Heaven Wasteland Domain.The Emperor cultivators of the Light Realm and more 

than a hundred other realms were all shocked, and couldn't recover for a while.The cultivators of the 

more than a hundred realms were filled with regret.They had followed the people of the Heavenly Court 

to Heaven Wasteland Domain, and thought that it would be a crushing situation and a killing feast. Who 

would have thought that they would provoke a Great Emperor! 

 

The many creatures of Heaven Wasteland Domain became extremely excited when they saw this scene, 

and they also shouted loudly."Great Emperor Araki Takeshi!""Great Emperor Araki Takeshi!"The 

creatures of Heaven Wasteland Domain originally thought that Heaven Wasteland Domain was only 

founded by an Immortal King.But they didn't expect that the person behind Heaven Wasteland Domain 

was a Great Emperor of the Human Race!Not only in the Sword Realm, but also in the minds of the 

Emperor experts of Heaven Wasteland Domain, Dragon Realm, Kun Peng Realm, and many other 

realms.Great Emperor Araki Takeshi!The Great Emperor of this era of the Middle World was born!After 

the fall of Great Emperor Chang Sheng, this era finally had a place to belong.The era of Araki 

Takeshi!When the Emperors thought of this, their hearts were filled with emotion.Like fate, the Great 

Emperor of this era of the Middle World still chose to go against the Heavenly Court!However, the 



Emperors had many doubts.According to the ancient records, when a mortal of the Middle World 

proved his Dao, it would definitely cause the world to shake, and the Great Dao to resonate.At that 

moment, all the beings of the three thousand realms would be aware of it!But from the beginning to the 

end, such a strange movement had never occurred in the Middle World. 

Chapter 3168 

"Great Thearch?"The Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors looked at the Empyrean Lord of the Celestial 

Tribute world with ugly expressions.The Celestial Tribute world was under the orders of the Heavenly 

Courts to monitor the Middle Realms.Now, a Great Thearch was born in a Middle Realm. Yet, the 

Heavenly Courts did not receive any news of it!"What are all of you doing in the Celestial Tribute 

world? Are you blind!? "The Mysterious Sky Inspector Heavenly Ambassador stared at the remaining 

three Celestial Tribute world lords with a cold gaze and a sinister tone.He was truly infuriated!The 

Heavenly Courts did not notice such a huge matter.They had not made any preparations either. They 

had followed the Heavenly Courts' young masters to the Sword World to fight the human Great Thearch. 

They were simply courting death!The three Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors were already dead. It was 

only luck that allowed him to live up to this point.If they knew that a Great Thearch was in a Middle 

Realm, they would not have rashly descended!"I-I-I didn't know either."Celestial Tribute Rock Thearch 

had a look of horror and innocence as his voice trembled.They really did not sense any phenomenon of 

Great Dao resonance.They were not the only ones who could sense that a Great Thearch in a Middle 

Realm had attained the Dao!Over the years, Imperial Lord Araki Takeshi had been extremely high-

profile. He had even appeared to quell the war of dragons and phoenixes and the war of Kun 

Peng.However, there had never been any signs that indicated that someone had attained the 

Dao."Three good-for-nothings!"The Mysterious Sky Inspector Heavenly Ambassador suddenly attacked 

and slapped Celestial Tribute Rock Thearch's head, shattering it. His Essence Soul was destroyed as he 

died on the spot!Celestial Tribute Rock Thearch never expected the Mysterious Sky Inspector Heavenly 

Ambassador to attack him. He was completely unprepared and was flabbergasted as he was slapped to 

death!The remaining two Celestial Tribute world lords turned pale in fright. They hurriedly knelt to the 

ground and begged for mercy.The Mysterious Sky Inspector Heavenly Ambassador suppressed the rage 

in his heart and snorted coldly. He did not continue killing.With the war about to begin, the two Celestial 

Tribute world lords were peak Imperial Lords after all. They were still of some use.…In the darkness of 

the vast cosmos.The old woman's voice suddenly sounded. "This Araki Takeshi has attained the 

Dao? Why don't I know about it? " 

 

This voice could not be heard by others, but in two other corners of the starry sky, the white-browed 

elder and the little girl could hear it clearly."Probably not."The white-browed elder said, "The last time I 

met him, he had just stepped into the Emperor Realm not long ago. It's impossible for him to become a 

Great Emperor in a hundred years.""Furthermore, there will definitely be a phenomenon when one 

proves his Dao in a middle world."The little girl said, "Although he hasn't confirmed his Dao as a Great 

Emperor, his battle strength is already comparable to a Great Emperor.""Heh … it's hard to say."The old 

woman smiled and said, "That person from Haotian didn't use his full strength when he made his move 

just now. He didn't expect to run into a nail in a medium-class realm.""That little injury is nothing to him. 

Instead, it will only enrage him. When his true body descends, it is still unknown whether this Araki 

Takeshi can withstand it. "As soon as he finished speaking, the old woman's aura suddenly disappeared, 

concealed.Meanwhile.A figure slowly descended from the crack in the sky.The heavens trembled and 



the stars dimmed.Looking at this high and mighty figure, all the beings of the myriad races had the urge 

to prostrate themselves in worship, unable to summon any thoughts of resistance!Endless pressure 

shrouded the medium-class realm, pressing down on the hearts of all the beings of the myriad 

races!Under such pressure, the only person who could maintain a calm expression was Wu Dao's true 

body in the starry sky!"So, you have become the new Lord of Hell."This figure wearing a white robe 

stared at the ten gates of hell around Wu Dao's true body and said slowly.His voice was like metal 

clashing, sonorous and powerful!"Who are you?"Wu Dao's true body asked faintly."I am the Lord of 

Haotian!"There was a hint of arrogance in the white-robed man's tone.The Lord of Haotian was just a 

Great Emperor.However, this white-robed man's tone didn't seem to care about Wu Dao's true body, 

and he didn't even put him in his eyes!"You are just bluffing."The Lord of Haotian's tone was indifferent 

as he said, "Although the Lord of Hell is suppressed in the Avici Hell, he is not dead. His Dao seal is still in 

the Infernal World. It is impossible for you to prove your Dao in the Infernal World." 

 

"As for the medium-class realms, I did not notice any traces of someone proving their Dao there.""Great 

Emperor Araki Takeshi?"The Lord of Haotian sneered and spat out two words in a contemptuous tone, 

"Ant!"As soon as his voice fell, the Lord of Haotian attacked again. His palm looked intact, as if the 

previous injury didn't affect him at all!The Lord of Haotian's palm came down, but Wu Dao's true body 

didn't dodge or retreat. Instead, he moved forward and raised his hand to punch!At the same time, he 

combined with Wu Dao's furnace, Martial Arts Universe, and the ten gates of hell to push Wu Dao's 

strength to the limit and burst out with a peak killing power!Boom!The fist and palm collided, and an 

earth-shattering explosion erupted!In the center of the battlefield where the two figures were fighting, 

a huge halo burst out. The starry sky collapsed and the void shattered!The power of the collision formed 

a wave of power that spread out in all directions. Wherever it passed, everything was destroyed, and 

countless stars were turned into dust!This light was so bright that other than Imperial Emperors, the 

other cultivators couldn't withstand it. They either averted their gaze or closed their eyes.When the 

crowd opened their eyes again, they saw that the two figures in the center of the battlefield were still 

facing each other.The Lord of Haotian's true body had arrived, and Wu Dao's true body was facing his 

opponent head-on. He didn't even retreat half a step!Just this punch had completely established the 

name of Great Emperor Araki Takeshi!After this punch, no one in the 3,000 realms doubted the name of 

Great Emperor Araki Takeshi anymore."You have some skills."A trace of surprise flashed through the 

depths of the Lord of Haotian's eyes.He really didn't expect Wu Dao's true body to be able to withstand 

his punch."Again!"The Lord of Haotian attacked again, and a long sword appeared in his palm.The sword 

pierced over like an antelope's horn, untraceable!This sword seemed to have escaped into the Great 

Dao.The Great Dao was invisible and couldn't be seen or touched at all! 

 

Wu Dao's true body felt a huge sense of danger, and his hair stood on end!This sword even made him 

smell a wisp of death!Suddenly!Wu Dao's true body closed his eyes.However, his eyesight and divine 

sense were unable to capture the traces of this sword.Only by relying on his mysterious spiritual sense 

and the sharpness of countless life-and-death experiences could he possibly resolve this sword!Wu 

Dao's true body remained calm, and his mind was clear.After closing his eyes and covering his facial 

features, a chaotic and hazy world seemed to appear in his mind.In this gray and hazy chaos, a wisp of 

white light was speeding toward him, stabbing between his eyebrows!Wu Dao's true body suddenly 

opened his eyes, and two balls of purple flames rose in his eyes, burning fiercely!Boom!The Prison 

Suppressing Cauldron fell from the sky and smashed into the void in front of him.There was originally 



nothing there.However, after the Prison Suppressing Cauldron smashed down, there was the sound of 

metal colliding, and sparks flew everywhere!A sharp sword with a biting cold killing intent appeared.The 

Lord of Haotian raised his eyebrows slightly, as if he hadn't expected Wu Dao's true body to be able to 

block his attack. 

Chapter 3169 

"Kill!"Just as Wu Dao's true body was fighting the White Sky Lord, the Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors 

gave their orders. The battle between the Sword World and the Heaven Wasteland Domain erupted 

once again!This time, the Sword World did not have Wu Dao's true body. It only had the Iron Crown 

elder and the Emperors from the Infernal Court. They could not withstand the combined forces of the 

Heavenly Court, the Celestial Tribute Domain, and several other super domains.When the battle 

erupted, countless sword cultivators died.The Iron Crown elder was covered in blood and his hair was 

disheveled. He wielded his sword and fought the Emperors with all his might!Wu Dao's true body 

noticed this scene. With a thought, the Ten Gates of Hell appeared on the battlefield of the Sword World 

under his control!The Ten Gates of Hell appeared, smashing and slapping anyone they saw.Apart from 

the Inspector Heavenly Ambassadors, the other Emperors could not withstand the suppression of the 

Ten Gates of Hell.This was because Wu Dao's true body was mostly focused on fighting the White Sky 

Lord. He could not unleash the full power of the Ten Gates of Hell.With the Ten Gates of Hell holding 

them back, the pressure on the Sword World was greatly reduced.But without the support of the Ten 

Gates of Hell, coupled with the distraction, Wu Dao's true body was instantly at a disadvantage. He was 

completely suppressed by the White Sky Lord and was forced to retreat!Boom!The White Sky Lord 

propped up a world.In this world, one could clearly see a Dao imprint that vaguely condensed into a 

Holy Beast White Tiger. It was murderous!The White Sky Lord released his bloodline phenomenon. 

Blood qi soared behind him as the Holy Beast White Tiger appeared and roared at Su 

Zimo."Roar!"Accompanied by the tiger roar, the Dao imprint in the White Sky Lord's world fell off and 

merged with the bloodline phenomenon. It charged at Wu Dao's true body!"You dare to be distracted 

when fighting me!"The White Sky Lord's gaze was cold as he said coldly, "Let's see how many lives you 

have!"He released a series of killer moves, wanting to take advantage of the situation to kill Wu Dao's 

true body!The world behind Wu Dao's true body was clearly a small world, but it could unleash such 

astonishing combat strength and fight him head-on.If this Araki Takeshi didn't die, he would become a 

huge threat!With the support of the Dao seal, White Sky Lord's bloodline phenomenon had clearly risen 

to another level! 

 

Boom! Boom! Boom!The White Sky Sovereign brought a world with him as well as a bloodline 

phenomenon augmented by a dao seal. He erupted with a barrage of attacks, causing a series of 

deafening explosions to resound through the starry skies!The eyes of Wu Dao's true body burned with 

purple flames as he held up the Heaven and Earth Furnace. With one hand holding the Hell Suppressing 

Cauldron and the other clenching into a fist, he gathered his will to resist the White Sky Lord's 

attack.Thud! Thud! Thud!Wu Dao's true body continuously retreated.Every step he took caused the 

heavens and earth to tremble!The Martial Arts Universe was on the verge of collapse, and the nine fire 

dragons were no longer as strong as they were Just Now.The runes on the Heaven and Earth Furnace 

began to dim. Under the repeated attacks of the White Sky Sovereign, they began to change shape, 

reaching the limits of what they could withstand!"Pu!"Wu Dao's true body opened his mouth and spat 

out a mouthful of blood.Ever since Wu Dao reached greater mastery, almost no one had been able to 



injure him.But today, he was facing a Thearch from the Heavenly Courts without the support of the ten 

gates of Hell and the White Sky Lord's full strength.Under this situation, Wu Dao's true body was already 

injured and showed signs of defeat!"Sigh."Sighs could be heard throughout the three thousand 

worlds.He had still lost.It was like fate, like reincarnation.Just one Thearch from the Heavenly Courts had 

descended and Thearch Araki Takeshi was already unable to withstand it.The light that had just lit up in 

the eyes of Thearch North Kun and Thearch South Roc dimmed again. The hot blood in their bodies also 

gradually turned cold.Both of them regained their composure and remained silent."Zimo!"The old man 

with the iron crown waved his sword like a madman, pushing away the surrounding Imperial Emperors. 

He shouted into the starry skies, "Recall the ten gates of Hell! Ignore us!"Wu Dao's true body didn't 

seem to hear anything. Even though he was injured and showed signs of defeat, he still controlled the 

ten gates of Hell to help Sword Realm resist the Heavenly Courts' powerful attacks.Once he recalled the 

ten gates of Hell, Sword Realm would be destroyed in less than half an hour! 

 

"Araki Takeshi."Seeing that the situation was settled, the White Sky Lord sneered with a proud 

expression. "You're about to die and you still want to save Sword Realm?""You can't kill me!"Wu Dao's 

true body wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth. The purple flames in his eyes burned brighter. 

Even though he was injured, his battle intent didn't decrease. Instead, his aura surged!At this moment, 

the White Sky Lord felt a fearless, unyielding, and strong will to resist!It was as if he could see Wu Dao's 

true body cultivating a blazing Dao Heart!The sky couldn't cover it and the earth couldn't bury it!It was 

as if no power in the world could shake it!"Let's fight!"Wu Dao's true body shouted and raised the Hell 

Suppressing Cauldron. The four saint souls appeared on the cauldron and roared into the sky. Buddha 

phantoms surrounded them.At this moment, Wu Dao's true body's aura reached its peak, even 

surpassing the White Sky Lord's!Boom! Boom! Boom!The two exchanged blows again and a series of 

collisions broke out.A battle of forbidden techniques, bloodlines, close combat, a clash of primordial 

spirits, a collision of worlds …After being injured, Wu Dao's true body erupted with a strong will. The 

more he fought, the braver he became. His battle strength rose again, and he turned the tables on the 

White Sky Lord. They were evenly matched!Even with the support of the dao seal, the White Sky Lord 

still couldn't suppress Wu Dao's true body.In a corner of the vast starry sky.Looking at the two figures 

fighting in the starry sky, the little girl suddenly said, "Although no one in the medium-class world has 

reached the Great Emperor Realm, in this world, Araki Takeshi is comparable to a Great Emperor.""Let's 

join forces with him and start the Heaven Conquering Art.""No!"In another dark shadow, the old woman 

directly rejected the idea. "Comparable to a Great Emperor, but not a Great Emperor of a medium-class 

world. Moreover, Fengdu is still a little lacking. He hasn't merged his three corpses. "When the little girl 

heard this, her expression turned cold. She said coldly, "When he merges his three corpses, how many 

people will he sacrifice?""It's worth it no matter how many people he sacrifices." 

 

The old woman said casually, "Otherwise, those ants will also be used by the Heavenly Court and 

become obstacles to our Heaven Conquering Art.""Do you think it's worth it?"The little girl's tone had 

changed, revealing a trace of killing intent."Enough."The white-browed old man interrupted and said 

indifferently, "It's not suitable for us to show up now.""If we don't show up, those from the Heavenly 

Court won't dare to act rashly. At least Araki Takeshi has a chance of survival.""Once we show up, those 

from the Heavenly Court will also show up. Without a Great Emperor from a medium-class world, and 

Fengdu hasn't become a Great Emperor, it's not good for the Heaven Conquering Art."The little girl no 

longer spoke and fell silent.She also knew that the Devil Master was right.In the Devil Master's heart, he 



didn't care about Araki Takeshi's life or death, nor did he care about all living beings in the world. He 

didn't even care about anyone.The Devil Master only had one goal, and that was the Heaven Conquering 

Art!But she was different.The little girl's gaze fell in the direction of the Heaven Realm. She gradually 

clenched her fists, and the coldness in her eyes grew stronger and stronger!The Heaven Realm was 

already enveloped by the aura of death.Countless plants withered, and all living beings wailed and 

cried!Large areas of green mountains and clear waters were reduced to ruins.The beasts died, the birds 

fell, and the trees withered …Regardless of race, gender, or cultivation level, they couldn't control the 

loss of life in their bodies. Their expressions were filled with despair, and waves of wails erupted before 

they died! 

Chapter 3170 

The living beings on that land had no idea what had happened.Some died in their sleep, some died in 

panic, and some died in fear …Some of the living beings had their eyes wide open until the moment of 

their death.Their faces were filled with confusion, unwillingness, confusion, and fear. They died with 

their eyes wide open."Dad, Mom, what's wrong with you!"A four or five-year-old child looked at his 

family in front of him, whose faces were shrouded in the aura of death, and shouted loudly.The 

woman's face was full of reluctance. She wanted to stretch out her hand and gently wipe away the tears 

at the corner of the child's eyes. However, just as she raised her hand, she had no strength left. She fell 

in front of the child, and her life force dissipated.The child threw himself on his parents' bodies and cried 

loudly, but he was still unable to save his parents' lives.Not long after, the child's cries gradually 

faded.His face was also shrouded in the aura of death.The child no longer cried. Instead, he squeezed 

between the corpses of his parents and curled up in their arms. Gradually, he stopped breathing.Some 

cultivators were running wildly, trying to escape from this place.However, no matter where he went, his 

body was inevitably stained with the aura of death. In the end, he was reduced to a withered skeleton, 

lying in the mud."What happened? Is there someone coming to save us?!"In the ancient city, a city lord 

looked at the corpses and bones in the city and cried out loudly.No one responded.In the end, there was 

an additional corpse on the city wall."The heavens have pity on us. Why did they send down such a 

disaster?!"Countless living beings knelt on the ground and prayed to the heavens.The Heavenly Realm 

was already in ruins, and the living beings were in a terrible situation!"Gods from the heavens, have you 

seen what kind of curse this land is suffering? What kind of pain the living beings here are suffering? 

Please save them!""I beg the Buddhas of the heavens to appear, I beg the Bodhisattvas of the heavens 

to protect us!""Where is the Nine Heavens Immortal Emperor? Please save these cultivators of the 

Celestial Realm!"Whether it was immortals, demonic cultivators, or monks, they could not avoid the 

aura of death surging from their bodies as they walked towards their graves.Shouts, cries for help, and 

cries were intertwined. 

 

However, who cared about the living beings of the Heavenly Realm in the vast Three Thousand 

Realms?Apart from the true Great Emperors, who else could hear their voices and see the suffering they 

were enduring?All living things wept in grief, their resentment soaring to the heavens. Finally, that 

person who was locked in a bitter battle in the starry sky was alerted!If it were any other time, Wu Dao's 

main body would definitely have noticed it much earlier.However, he was currently fighting the 

strongest cultivator he had ever faced, the White Sky Lord.He also had to divert a portion of his 

attention to control the Ten Gates of Hell and stabilize the situation in the Sword World.However, he 

could still vaguely hear the wails of all living beings from the distant Heaven Realm!Wu Dao's true body 



punched White Sky Lord and forced him back. Then, he turned around and his gaze seemed to penetrate 

the endless void and fall upon the land of Heaven Realm that was surrounded by death energy."Fengdu, 

you are courting death!"The purple flames in the eyes of Wu Dao's real body were about to burst out. 

His voice was like thunder, spreading to every corner of the three thousand worlds. His killing intent was 

monstrous!At the same time, the White Sky Lord also noticed the situation in the Heaven Realm.He only 

raised his eyebrows slightly.The living beings of the Heaven Realm were like ants, and he didn't care 

about their lives at all.He was just curious about Araki Takeshi's stance.Araki Takeshi was obviously on 

the opposite side of the Heavenly Court, but he also seemed to be on bad terms with the one in the 

Underworld.The White Sky Lord was not in a hurry to make a move. Instead, he quietly observed the 

situation."Hahahaha!"Fengdu's laughter suddenly sounded in the Heaven Realm.Since he could no 

longer hide it, there was no need to continue hiding."Araki Takeshi, why are you so angry?"Fengdu 

laughed loudly. "I am helping you!"Boom!As soon as he finished speaking, three figures rose into the sky 

from the Devil Realm, Nine Firmament Immortal Realm, and Pure Land of Bliss. They were Six Brahma 

Heaven Master, Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor, and World Destruction Devil Emperor.The three 

corpses were surrounded by extremely dense death energy. They had the same expression on their 

faces, and they had strange smiles on their faces. They arrived in the sky above the Heaven Realm and 

quickly merged together! 

 

The aura of the three corpses was even stronger than what Wu Dao's real body had seen last time.In 

order to merge the three corpses, Fengdu had used another method to become a great emperor and 

sacrificed billions of lives in the Heaven Realm!A huge tomb appeared in the sky above the Heaven 

Realm.The three corpses were originally cut off from Fengdu's body, so the merging speed was 

extremely fast.In the blink of an eye, the three corpses had merged into one!The three corpses merged 

into one, forming a tall man with a sinister face!A ghostly ball of light suddenly descended on the man's 

head and entered his sea of consciousness through the top of his head.The man's aura skyrocketed 

again!After the three corpses merged, Fengdu had become one with the three corpses!Fengdu's aura 

was infinitely close to that of a great emperor.However, it was still a little short!The three corpses were 

not complete!"Not enough people have died!"Fengdu laughed sinisterly and opened his arms. He 

shouted, "Come, let the heavens witness the rebirth of Buried Heaven!"Boom! Boom! Boom!Under the 

gazes of countless people, a large area of the three thousand worlds was covered in huge tombs that 

rose up and enveloped these worlds!Buried Heaven's dao technique descended, and endless death 

energy surrounded it!The Imperial Emperors standing in the starry sky looked down and saw that the 

Three Thousand Realms were covered in tombs. It had almost become a huge cemetery!"What a big 

move."In the dark shadows, the old woman sighed in admiration.After many years of planning, Fengdu 

had already set up countless dao runes all over the Three Thousand Realms. He was just waiting for this 

moment to bury the heavens, refine all living beings, and prove his Dao as a great emperor!If Fengdu 

was allowed to cast his spell, more than half of the living beings in the Three Thousand Realms would be 

buried and die an unnatural death!The living beings in the Three Thousand Realms had no idea what 

was happening.All living beings ran and cried loudly.Boom!At that moment, a figure fell like a meteor 

and collided heavily with Fengdu!Wu Dao's true body descended above the heavenly realm and 

interrupted Fengdu's spell with a punch. 

 

"Fengdu!"Wu Dao's true body's eyes burned with purple flames, but his voice was incomparably cold. 

He said slowly, "I told you to take care of yourself. Don't become the second Lord of Hell!"Fengdu was 



just a step away from proving his Dao as a great emperor. Now that he was interrupted by Wu Dao's 

true body, his face darkened."Araki Takeshi!"Fengdu's tone was unfriendly. His gaze was faint as he said 

coldly, "You better think carefully. As long as I prove my Dao as a great emperor, I can help you suppress 

the White Sky Lord! Do you want to become the second Seamless Great Emperor?! "Wu Dao's true body 

was furious. He didn't listen to Fengdu's words and attacked again.The Hell Suppressing Cauldron 

smashed fiercely at Fengdu!Boom! Boom! Boom!Wu Dao's true body and Fengdu erupted into a huge 

battle!Although Fengdu hadn't become a true great emperor, after the fusion of the three corpses, his 

corpses were infinitely close to a great emperor's corporeal body. Coupled with his great emperor-level 

primordial spirit, Wu Dao's true body couldn't suppress him even though he had the upper hand.At this 

moment, Wu Dao's true body was alarmed.A sharp weapon tore through the air. Before it landed, he 

felt a faint pain at the back of his head!The Hell Suppressing Cauldron had just smashed towards 

Fengdu, so he couldn't dodge in time. He could only punch behind him!Pu!Blood splattered 

everywhere!A long sword pierced through Wu Dao's true body's fist.His entire arm was pierced through 

by this sword. It was minced, and flesh and blood splattered everywhere!It was a sharp sword that had 

been strengthened by the White Sky Lord's Dao seal. 

 


